READING GUIDE

DISCOVER SOUTHEAST ALASKA

Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your voyage, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/D921398.

ESSENTIAL

Item EXALA320. Buy these 5 items as a set for $82 including shipping, 15% off the retail price. With free shipping on anything else you order.

John McPhee
Coming into the Country
1991, PAPER, 438 PAGES, $18.00
A superb introduction, McPhee’s lyrical portrait blends history, issues and interesting facts with sketches of frontier life and unforgettable Alaskan characters. (Item ALA04)

John Muir
Travels in Alaska
2002, PAPER, 248 PAGES, $16.00
The centerpiece of this beloved classic is Muir’s wide-eyed account of the discovery of Glacier Bay. (Item ALA16)

James Kavanagh
The Nature of Alaska
2006, PAPER, 176 PAGES, $16.95
This clearly presented field guide to mammals, birds, seashore life, fish, trees, shrubs and wildflowers features 300 color illustrations. (Item ALA137)

Insight Guides
Insight Guide Alaska
2013, PAPER, 384 PAGES, $24.99
With hundreds of photos and maps, this guide features concise essays by well-regarded authors on nature, history, peoples and culture. (Item ALA42)

National Geographic
Inside Passage Destination Map
2011, MAP, PAGES, $11.95
A double-sided full color map of Alaska’s Inside Passage at a scale of 1:880,000. With a full Alaska map on the reverse. Printed on waterproof paper. (Item ALA362)

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Mike Miller
Alaska’s Southeast, Touring the Inside Passage
2008, PAPER, 295 PAGES, $17.95
Our best-selling book on Alaska, this practical guide includes not just information on where to go and what to do in the region (with terrific town maps) but also a good overview of the area’s natural history, culture and geography. (Item ALA23)

Walter R. Borneman
Alaska, Saga of a Bold Land
2004, PAPER, 608 PAGES, $16.99
In this wide-ranging history, Borneman captures the personalities, bravura and challenges of Alaska, describing the days of the fur traders and explorers, the gold rush, the building of the railroads and current controversies. (Item ALA187)

Maria Shaa Williams
The Alaska Native Reader: History, Culture, Politics
2009, PAPER, 242 PAGES, $26.95
This multifaceted anthology allows native Alaskans to speak for themselves. Composed of essays, poems, lyrical accounts of first contacts with Russian explorers, songs, maps and visual art, the sourcebook is a brilliant survey of the culture and history of the indigenous groups of the region. (Item ALA304)
Tom Walker
Alaska Wildlife, Through the Seasons
2015, PAPER, 128 PAGES, $16.95
Photographer, wilderness guide and log-home builder Tom Walker depicts the best of Alaskan wildlife, from the common ground squirrel to wolverines, bald eagles, Dall sheep and grizzlies, in this collection of portraits. His beautiful photos are complemented by insightful captions. (Item ALA388)

Pocket Naturalist
Alaska Wildlife
2000, PLASTIC CARD, PAGES, $6.95
This laminated card features color drawings and short descriptions of commonly encountered birds, mammals and reptiles of Alaska. (Item ALA123)

Robert Armstrong
Guide to the Birds of Alaska
2015, PAPER, 368 PAGES, $29.99
A handsome photographic introduction to Alaskan birds, illustrating all 443 species. (Item ALA09)

Kate Wynne
Marine Mammals of Alaska
2013, FLEXI-BOUND, 75 PAGES, $25.00
Designed for use in the field, this indispensable guide features large color photographs, key information and detailed range maps for all the whales, seals and other marine creatures found near the shores of Alaska and Russia. Third edition. (Item ALA08)

TO ORDER
2838 Vicksburg Lane
Plymouth, MN 55447
info@longitudebooks.com
www.longitudebooks.com

Shipping charges via UPS or Priority Mail: $4.95 for first book, $1 per additional book up to a maximum of $9.95.

Book prices and availability subject to change.
Checks, Visa, MasterCard, AmEx and Discover accepted.

Call (+1) 800 342 2164 or go to reading.longitudebooks.com/D921398
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